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davinci resolve is the best feature packed fully integrated professional video editing solution! its also
the only solution that supports the full hdr color space and hdr format. it includes the latest features
of color science and color tools including yrgb color space and davinci resolve colorgrade! for those
who need to create their own personal projects without using third party software, you can now play
h.264 and xavc codecs directly from the browser directly to resolve without the need to convert
them to prores! you can also now import your own native camera files directly into the davinci
resolve timeline! with davinci resolve studio, you can now use 8k video files created by plf cameras
with blackmagic design micro cinema cameras. theres also new support for embedding apple tv into
your projects! theres new file import for both image and video, new color science support, and
features for managing the 16gb file size limit in davinci resolve. davinci resolve studio includes
enhancements to the audio processing engine for powerful audio support in the editing and grading
suite! best of all, resolve now supports the latest high quality audio formats including dsd, dolby
truehd, mp3, aac, aac+, opus, flac, and alac! davinci resolve studio also supports dolby atmos, the
new high fidelity multichannel audio format from dolby that is used in hollywood films! not only does
resolve also support the most advanced multichannel audio systems, it also features a new auro3d
and smpte st.2098 audio track. install davinci resolve studio 14.2.1 and get the fully integrated and
professional post production studio that allows you to edit your own projects while streaming directly
to the web! theres also new support for 32 bit float processing and even 32 bit audio playback and
rendering.
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davinci resolve studio 18 is the fastest resolve fx software ever released, and the first resolve fx
software to include full support for apple neural engine! davinci resolve 18 features over 100 gpu

and cpu accelerated resolve fx such as blurs, light effects, noise, image restoration, beauty
enhancement, stylize and more! version 18 adds even more plugins for depth map generation,

surface tracking, fast noise, and despilling. theres even improvements to the beauty effect, edge
detection and lens reflections. automatically generate a3d matte of ascene with the depth map fx to
grade or add effects to abackground or foreground. davinci resolve studio allows you to create rich

media content such as virtual reality video, animation, and short films. with the davinci resolve
studio editor, you can edit video and image files while previewing the footage in real time. open up

your footage in the timeline and start editing in real time with a multi-camera workflow. you can
capture keyframes, animate and control color correction, effects and transitions all in real time.

theres a deep color space palette that lets you color correct in adobe aces, and theres also an lut
tool that lets you create custom luts for color correction. you can also use the lut editor to create and

apply luts. davinci resolve studio lets you work with a variety of file formats, including hd video,
openexr, ik and 3d audio. you can import all popular codecs, including avchd, hdv and xdcam expro.
theres even an xavc codec that lets you work with 4k and 8k cameras, along with an hd xavc codec
for hd cameras! you can also share files directly to popular social sites, such as facebook, twitter,

and youtube. 5ec8ef588b
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